Chloe’s Speech

- My name is Chloe Emmanuel Kondrich.
- I was born on May 16, 2003 in Pennsylvania.
- Not only was I born the most beautiful baby in the world, but I was also born with Down Syndrome.
- Some people said I would not be able to do much, and they were very wrong.
Chloe’s Speech

• I love to read, dance, travel and play golf, basketball, volleyball and baseball.
• I am 17 years old now and have done so many fun and amazing things.
• I have met the President and Vice President and my picture hung on the wall of the White House.
• I have spoken at the United Nations twice.
Chloe’s Speech

- I have been on the Big Screen in Times Square 5 times.
- I even have a Pennsylvania law named after me. It is called Chloe’s Law.
- I have spoken in many cities and I have received many awards from across the country.
- I love helping kids like me because Jesus made us perfect.
Chloe’s Speech

• Thank you for coming to hear my dad and I talk today.
• Please support and pass the Down syndrome Protection Act because the world needs more people like me.
• EMBRACE DON’T ERASE DOWN SYNDROME! God bless.
Chloe was born in 2003 and she placed our family on an incredible path!
Police Career

“To Serve and Protect”

“You can talk about what's wrong with the world or you can do something about it!”

Wall of Police Academy 1985
During my wife’s pregnancy with Chloe, we were offered and refused prenatal tests even though we were told we were high “RISK” for having a child with Down syndrome.
In May of 2003, Our beautiful daughter Chloe Emmanuelle was born!
Shortly after Chloe’s birth we learned that 70-90%+ of children diagnosed prenatally with Down syndrome are identified, targeted and terminated – Prenatal Genocide!
Which Living Creature receives protection, and which is endangered? Which has been 100% eliminated from a country?
It is a crime with severe penalties to harm which unborn endangered species?

DO NOT DISTURB SEA TURTLE NEST VIOLATORS SUBJECT TO FINES AND IMPRISONMENT

NO PERSON MAY TAKE, PROCESSE, DAMAGE, MOVE, DISPLACE, OBSTRUCT, DETRIMENTAL ACTS ON A SEA TURTLE OR SEA TURTLE NEST, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DISTURBING, HARASS, HARM OR ENDANGER.

DO NOT DISTURB SEA TURTLE NEST VIOLATORS SUBJECT TO FINES AND IMPRISONMENT

A NO PERSON MAY TAKE, POSSESS, DAMAGE, MOVE, DISPLACE, OR OBSTRUCT A SEA TURTLE OR SEA TURTLE NEST.

VIOLATORS SUBJECT TO FINES AND IMPRISONMENT

A NO PERSON MAY TAKE, POSSESS, DAMAGE, MOVE, DISPLACE, OR OBSTRUCT A SEA TURTLE OR SEA TURTLE NEST.

SHOULD YOU WITNESS A VIOLATION, OBSERVE AN INJURED OR STRANDED TURTLE, OR WITNESS DAMAGE TO SEA TURTLE ACTIVITIES, PLEASE CONTACT 1-888-694-FWCC (5922) THE FLORIDA HIGHWAY AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION COMMISSION MARINE TURTLE PROTECTION PROGRAM.
In 1973 we CRIMINALIZED killing our most vulnerable animals with the Endangered Species Act.

In 1973 we LEGALIZED killing our most vulnerable children with legalized abortion.
After Chloe’s birth our family began receiving AWESOME PA services focusing on ABILITIES not disability.
QUESTION?

What has Chloe done and what is she doing at age 17? (You WILL be AMAZED!)
Chloe Graduated From Pre-school and was reading at age 3 – THANKS to PA Early Intervention!
Chloe’s Pre-school Class

Resurrection 1 Preschool

Miss Jennifer
Miss Patty

Miss Carol
Preschool PM
Chloe attends her neighborhood schools included with peers (Kindergarten / 1st grade)
Chloe 2nd and 3rd grades
Chloe 4th and 5th grades
Chloe 6th and 7th grades
Chloe 8\textsuperscript{th} and 9\textsuperscript{th} grades
Chloe 10th and 11th grades
Chloe has many amazing ABILITIES!
Chloe’s picture has been on the Big Screen in Times Square FIVE times!
Chloe’s Best Friend – Her Brother Nolan

Think of all the missing siblings!
Bringing Light into the Darkness

“Chloe’s Connection to Officer Paul and his unborn brother”
Chloe on the cover of a book with a chapter about the positive seeds she has planted!

(Written because of 90%+ prenatal termination rate for children like Chloe)
Chloe on the cover of many magazines and media articles about her ABILITIES
Chloe and Nolan at the Regional Emmy Awards for National TV Series “Facing Life Head On”!

49th Annual Regional Emmy® Awards
The Ohio Valley Chapter of The National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences Honors
Chloe Kondrich for her contributions to the Emmy® nominated entry
Facing Life Head On: Field of Miracles
produced by Brad Mattes, Dylan Cahill, John Colmar, Rachel Reeves
Zone 4/9/Life Issues Institute
Nominee for OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT Informational/Instructional Program
2012
Chloe and her family were invited to the French Consulate in NYC to meet International Down syndrome Leaders.
Where did Chloe lead us?

Advocating for Investment in our most Priceless PA Resource – Children Prolife not just Pro-birth!
Countless trips to the PA Capitol to meet with Bi-Partisan Policymakers to promote investing in services that support individuals like Chloe throughout LIFE!

Chair SICC (Governor’s Advisory Committee for Early Intervention) under 3 PA Governors – Chloe met them all!
Legislative Advocacy

INVEST NOW in services and supports that establish a strong foundation for a positive, healthy, productive LIFE!

Laying the groundwork for “Chloe’s Law”
The Down Syndrome Prenatal Education Act ("Chloe’s Law")
Signed July 2014
On 7/18/14 Chloe and her family/friends joined Governor Tom Corbett at the PA Capitol for the signing of Chloe’s Law, and the moment was PRICELESS!
Chloe’s Law focus on ABILITIES

- Share positive information about having a child with Down syndrome
- Connect to services and supports that enable child and family to have a good life
- Highlight many community resources and programs available for children like Chloe – Special Olympics, Miracle League, Dance programs, Outdoor programs, INCLUSION!
Amazing media coverage of “Chloe’s Law”

The Upside of Down Syndrome

You probably don’t know Chloe Koodrich. You’ve likely never watched her play volleyball. And you may never meet her while you wait in line to get ice cream—she’ll order a strawberry sundae with vanilla ice cream and whipped cream. Chloe is just a typical 11-year-old girl next door, though that she isn’t. She has a rare condition named after her that is going to make it a lot easier for other families like hers.

The Magee Project

You are invited to attend a night of worship and prayer to officially open The Magee Project campaign with special guests: Kyle Kondrich, the father of Chloe, for whom “Chloe’s Law” is named.

Thursday, April 28, 2016
7PM at Hosanna Church
1615 Termon Ave, Brighton Heights, 15212

Chloe’s Law:
Positive Seeds for Down Syndrome

Thursday, October 30th
6PM
Sticht Lecture Hall

Come hear Kurt Kondrich speak about his family’s journey and the state law with his daughter’s name.

*KDP Professional Development offered*

Respect Life Club Presents: Kurt Kondrich


When: Wednesday, November 11th
5:30 PM in the Luparello Lecture Hall
Saint Vincent College

Kurt Kondrich is the father of Chloe Koodrich, a 20-year-old Down Syndrome student at the Magee Technical Institute.

Chloe’s Law

Respect Life Club Presents: Kurt Kondrich


When: Wednesday, November 11th
5:30 PM in the Luparello Lecture Hall
Saint Vincent College

All Are Welcome!
Chloe’s Law in the Korean News!
Worldwide seed planting

Penshuizara, dawonjukgun chusan ten kyōikuhoan shōmei
mi 50ke ju zuju ni 7benkei se byō tanse...hanakkyō sansen allēksu ri(Alex Lee) jōketsu shōmei

Saimin penshōjya no shūjishin Ben Colbert(Tom Corbet) wa boku ka sa kōshō kara iru iru allēksu ri(Alex Lee) no mondai

Tam Colbert(Tom Corbet) penshu jūjī gun omoi kabe no saishōshin yōhen sekka na sansenjūn no mondai na, sura de mo keta. Ga, sa shijin no seigo ni

Saimin penshōjya no shūjishin Ben Colbert(Tom Corbet) wa boku ka sa kōshō kara iru iru allēksu ri(Alex Lee) no mondai

Jōketsu 2se shōmei yōtīri

Hanakkyō benruihō shinden no hokusu
Hanakkyō taimenin honin nansei no hata

Jōketsu 2se jōketsu 2se su nojigawari seido wa

Boku no jōhōhō ni kansō ni

Saimin penshōjya no shūjishin Ben Colbert(Tom Corbet) wa boku ka sa kōshō kara iru iru allēksu ri(Alex Lee) no mondai

Jōketsu 2se shōmei yōtīri

Hanakkyō benruihō shinden no hokusu
Hanakkyō taimenin honin nansei no hata

Jōketsu 2se jōketsu 2se su nojigawari seido wa

Boku no jōhōhō ni kansō ni
The Message from Chloe’s Law – PA PROUD!

The Power of One

USC's Chloe Koszulich serves as an inspiration and advocate for those affected by Down Syndrome.

BY TRACY FREIDIE
Chloe receives the Pittsburgh Business Times Health Care Heroes Award in 2015 for her Advocacy work on behalf of children with Down syndrome – PRICELESS!

WINNER: CHLOE KONDРИCH

Twelve-year-old Chloe Kondrich enjoys scribbling through photos on her cell phone. Among pictures taken camping and her older brother's baseball games, there is one of a man who calls "Chlo." The photo, taken in June 2014, shows Chloe seated next to her brother, Gene, Chris Chonrich, as they watch the original Pirates' home game at the old Forbes Field.

As Chloe moves her way through the image gallery, she shows off images of "Walt" (Walt Disney), "Dad" (Rick Perry), who, like Chris, is running for president in the Republican primary), and "Sues" (Sue Velsor), with whom Chloe spent about a half-hour directly after her confirmation in January.

Chloe excels at a lot of physical activities in her parents, Kurt and Margie Kondrich's upper St. Clair home on a remote three-acre farm for programs for kids who, like Chloe, have Down syndrome; a genetic condition that alters the course of development.

"Sues," the chief Pennsylvania governor Chloe has ever met, also helped handshakes with Artois, Sen. John Mccarthy and former Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin, as they campaigned in Pennsylvania for the 2012 presidential election.

Cathy Lembke Hodges, the U.S. Representative from West Virginia's 3rd Congressional District, whose son has Down syndrome, reported that he was a liver of the U.S. Capitol building.

"I call it the "Tiny Yeti" factor," said Kurt Kondrich, Chloe's father, a copilot officer of 20 years who became a developmental therapist after her birth.

"I once told him he should get his t-shirt on and just watch her move and marvel at the impact he has on her life," he added.

In addition to getting Chloe involved in the process of her pregnancy-related medical care, the process has generally been satisfactory, Kurt Kondrich said. He has been more critical of the help she's received in relation to Down syndrome, which is a condition that affects one in 680 people.

Pennsylvania's special education spending and services have been cut back in recent years, according to a November 2014 report.

"We got our first of a dozen meetings like the hospital," said Chloe's mother, Margie Kondrich, who came in to understand the situation and learned that her daughter had the condition six years ago.

"The doctors and nurses didn't seem to know what to do," she said.

In that case, the Kondriches, who had previously had no contact with Down syndrome patients, made an information packet on the development and care options for children with Down syndrome and delivered a copy to the Pennsylvania Department of Health to assist in the process of finding the right care for Chloe.

"It is critical that the Pennsylvania Department of Health has an information packet on the development and care options for children with Down syndrome and helps health care professionals in providing their patients with prenatal diagnosis or birth.

The Kondriches have passed 90 and are in the medical care of the hospital. Chloe was, of course, an important factor in that.

"Tom Corbett signed it into law in the summer of 2014," said Margie Kondrich.

"When she's not in a traffic jam, she's on a bus to or from the U.S. Capitol building."

"We call it the "Tiny Yeti" factor," said Kurt Kondrich, Chloe's father, a police officer of 20 years who became a developmental therapist after her birth.

"I once told him he should get his t-shirt on and just watch her move and marvel at the impact he has on her life," he added.

These attributes are just as important in her particular case, "The doctors and nurses didn't seem to know what to do," she said. "I got so excited talking about Chloe, she became more confident. I think people read into that, that's just a little girl. That's who she is, I only ask that people see her like they would any other child."

She added that Chloe helps clean up after herself following breakfast, and while her parents are not yet married.

— Nick Kipper
To serve and protect our most vulnerable children on a global level – United Nations 2017 and 2018

*Proverbs 31:8 “Speak up for those who cannot speak for themselves”*
Chloe meeting with NYC Cardinal Dolan and appearing on his worldwide TV/Radio Show – PRICELESS!
Chloe and her family receive award at NYC Gala for Advocacy for unborn children
Array of Hope 2018
St John Paul Threshold of Hope Award

ARRAY OF HOPE
AWAKENING HEARTS
Kurt & Margie Kondrich
St. John Paul “Threshold of Hope” Award
2018
“Do not be afraid. Open wide the doors for Christ.”

ARRAY OF HOPE
Gala
2018 HONOREES
MARGIE AND KURT KONDRICH
ST. JOHN PAUL
“THRESHOLD OF HOPE” AWARD

FOR TICKETS:
WWW.ARRAYOFHOPE.NET
The “Chloe Award” 2019
California Right to Life League
Education Award 2020
(Presented by Dr. Martin Luther King’s niece Dr. Alveda King)

Evangelist and champion for the dignity of all members of the human race Alveda King presents The Education Award, honoring someone who has boldly fought to educate about the sanctity of life, either in their community, state, our nation or the world.
Chloe and her Family were asked to meet with the President and the Vice President at The White House on 01/19/18 for a March for Life historic event.
Chloe’s picture hanging in the West Wing of the White House – PRICELESS!
Chloe invited to VP Pence House for Annual Christmas Party 2020
Chloe’s Story featured in Global Story of HOPE that is reaching millions in several languages!
What is our current mission?

“TO SERVE AND PROTECT!”

God does not call the qualified He qualifies the called!
Defending & Protecting our most vulnerable citizens = our most important mission as human beings!

WANTED
NOT dead but
ALIVE

REWARD - Priceless Human Beings
Children with Down syndrome are dying for a LIFE Sentence after a Prenatal Diagnosis!
#DOWNSYNDROMELIVEMATTER
“Silence in the face of evil is itself evil: God will not hold us guiltless. Not to speak is to speak. Not to act is to act.” - Dietrich Bonhoeffer
Please SUPPORT the PA Down Syndrome Protection Act which will end the most ultimate, extreme form of Discrimination, Prejudice, Profiling, Bigotry, Bias, Exclusion, Hate and Eugenics!
Chloe has no malice and will never intentionally hurt anyone – Who are the “DISABLED” people in our culture? Who is next to face prenatal genocide as testing advances?
CONTACT INFORMATION

Kurt A. Kondrich  M.Ed
DADvocate
412-951-9117
kurtkondrich@gmail.com

http://embracedonterase.org/